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Smart Road works of Anas in the Italian A2 "Mediterranean Highway"
within URSA MAJOR neo project
12/04/2021

In the Italian region Calabria Anas’s plan, co-financed by the EC within the URSA MAJOR neo Project, has started
for the installation of advanced systems of telecommunication, the realization of enabling platforms and C-ITS
services.
The Smart road works in the section between the motorway junction of Villa San Giovanni along the A2
"Mediterranean Highway" and the boarding for the Italian region Sicily have started. It has been announced
by Domenica Catalfamo the regional Councillor for Infrastructures. As reported in the note of the Department
mentioned by the press, roadworks will be carried out by Anas, on the basis of a project, for an amount of 2.5
million euros and will be financed for two million by the Calabria Region with Pac 2014-2020 Funds and for 500
thousand from the European Commission within the CEF (Connecting Europe Facility) funds, through the URSA
MAJOR neo Project (Action n° 2016-EU-TM-0044-M).
"The project - reads the note - foresees the construction of the Smart Road infrastructure through the
installation of ongoing multimodality workstations and connecting technologies, monitoring and control along
the access ramps to the boarding area of Villa San Giovanni, turning the road infrastructure into a real digital
infrastructure. Thanks to the "dialogue" between the road and the vehicles it will be possible to further improve
safety, reduce accidents, increase travel comfort and mobility info".
"The digital transformation - continues the note - foresees in addition to the installation of advanced
telecommunications systems, the realization of appropriate platforms enabling C-ITS services and able to
collect and manage data from vehicles/ sensors. In summary, with the creation of an advanced system,
integrated with the information systems of the navigation companies, there will be the opportunity to provide
information on mobility to data users through the Smart Road App on which there will be, for example,
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information on speed limits, traffic conditions, signalling of slow or stopped vehicles or wrong-way driving,
presence of emergency vehicles".
“The real time monitoring will be realized - still informs the Councillorship - also for the evaluation of the queues
in access to the boarding for Sicily in the port of Villa San Giovanni. The Smart Road data will be made accessible
to users, according to the Anas data dissemination policy and in compliance with the legislation on the
processing of personal data, through the Smart road App or through in-vehicle devices". Councillor Catalfamo
stresses "the importance, also for experimental purposes, of the application of this technology in a strategic
access to the A2, whose users will already benefit from the increase of service and safety standards from the
end of July". Finally, in line with the proposal submitted to the Ministry of Transports, we will carry on
supporting"- the note concludes - that the Government finances through the NRRP the extension of the Smart
road to the entire primary road network of Calabria, motorways and major roads".
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Tire Pressure system – Final evaluation report available
23/02/2021

As part of the URSA MAJOR neo project, the Dutch national road operator Rijkswaterstaat started a pilot on
the A16 (south of Rotterdam) concerning the measurement of tire pressure of trucks.
In the period 2018-2020 Rijkswaterstaat tested two aspects:
1.
2.

is the measurement system reliable, and
is the system effective, in other words: did the trial result in less tire-related incidents with trucks
and in less congestion?

Apart from these two questions Rijkswaterstaat also focused on future use of this system.
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Covid-19: what is happening in the European mobility? Ursa Major
launched an Observatory
22/06/2020

In May URSA MAJOR neo Corridor launched an "Observatory of the Mobility during Covid" within the Evaluation
task, led by SINA. This Observatory targets to monitor the mobility and traffic volumes trying to understand
trends during the Covid-19 Pandemic on part of the European transport network of interest for URSA MAJOR.
During Covid-19 Pandemic mobility was completely transformed and dramatically reduced with relevant
consequences on countries’ economies and mobility operators’ conditions. Since it is a unique situation in the
history, it is very interesting to analyse this event, to see what has changed and which the trends of recovery of
this situation are.
Traffic volumes were very low, especially private cars, but heavy vehicles and private cars traffic is increasing
again with different trends. But the increase and recovery to high volumes will, as well known, depend on
national GDP trends. The use of private car could change in future. A more diffuse use of smart working habits
(including working from home) could change the traffic demand and modify traffic distribution during the day
with the reduction of peak hours.
This kind of analysis will be performed with the help of the data provided by UM Partners and the results and
trends given back to URSA MAJOR neo community.
With the aim to draft a first report, implementing bodies of UM decided to collect and share data to understand
what happened e.g. each Wednesday, Sunday and an aggregated data for the week referring to the months of
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February, March and April 2020. The reference data (to be compared with) should be pre-Covid and ideally of
the same period of the year before. Afterwards the collection will be on a bi-monthly basis.
The analysis will be based on fixed Traffic Indicators on different motorway (road) sections and from Ports and
Interports involved in UMneo Corridor such as:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Traffic volumes for LV and HV (veh/h)
Share of HV traffic (%)
Average speeds for LV and HV (km/h)
Actual usage of rest areas and remaining capacity
Number of accidents
Cross Border Traffic for LV and HV (veh/h)
Interports (trains, loading units - trailers, swap bodies, containers, trucks generated)
KPI for Ports (movements, tons, containers, trailers)

Reports will allow URSA MAJOR neo community to take advantage on traffic and mobility trends on the UM
neo network and thus better compare local, with regional, national and international tendencies.
Furthermore, findings will be shared with other ITS Corridors and the EU EIP Project.
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UMneo - Minister of Transport Rheinland-Pfalz published federal
state-wide Digital Roadworks Information: a Milestone for
digitalisation
16/03/2020

Picture: f.l.t.r. Stephanie Kleine, UMneo International Coordinator, Dr. Volker Wissing, Minister of Transport
RP, Arno Trauden, Managing Director at Landesbetrieb Mobilität RP
Transport Minister Dr. Volker Wissing has activated "Baustelleninfo digital". All roadworks sites and diversions
managed by the Rheinland-Pfalz road operator LBM are digitally recorded and published at www.verkehr.rlp.de.
The data will be fed into the German National Access Point – the Mobility Data Marketplace (MDM) – and will
be available there free of charge for navigation system manufacturers, other service providers or app
developers.
"We are consistently pursuing the path of digitization in the transport sector," said Transport Minister Dr. Volker
Wissing. "Digital solutions make traffic safer and smoother, they facilitate planning and coordination and help
to avoid traffic jams. With 'Baustelleninfo digital' Rheinland-Pfalz has done pioneering work. For the first time,
digital data for roadworks, including diversions on federal, state and district roads, is available throughout the
whole state," says Wissing. "This is a milestone and unique in Germany”.
All nine regional offices of the LBM work with the new system. With digitally generated Traffic Regulation Orders
of the roadworks at all regional LBM locations, the construction site data on location, duration and possible
diversions are digitally recorded and made available using the DATEX II standard. The newly developed software
for the digitalisation of roadworks is also available to all local authorities free of charge via a state license.
Wissing encouraged local authorities to join the "Baustelleninfo digital" project, which would also greatly
simplify coordination between the state and local authorities and make local authority roadworks information
publicly available.
At the same time, he hoped that private data providers would also make use of the data promptly. "Roadworks
and diversion data have not been available digitally until now. Here in Rheinland-Pfalz, we have launched a data
treasure with which we can make traffic on the road even safer through information in navigation devices,"
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Wissing said. In future, navigation system providers would have the option of feeding this data directly into their
devices. Drivers would no longer be guided straight into roadworks but around them.
"For a safe and efficient traffic flow, which also benefits the environment, high-quality and up-to-date data is
required," comments Michael Bültmann, Managing Director of HERE Technologies in Germany. "This
increasingly includes data from vehicle sensors or other external sources, which we make available to our
customers via the HERE platform. The result of the project BaustellenInfo digital RP of the Rheinland-Pfalz state
government shows that the provision of data via the national mobility data marketplace MDM leads to a direct
benefit for citizens. We have accompanied the project from the beginning and are currently using the data in a
concrete project. The mobility of the future is only possible through open exchange and cooperation between
companies, individuals and public institutions".
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Rijkswaterstaat presents first iRSU (movie)
05/03/2020

As part of the URSA MAJOR neo project Rijkswaterstaat tested eight intelligent roadside units (iRSUs) in July
2018 in existing operational circumstances. In December 2018 another 20 iRSUs were installed to be used for
the real-life pilot using floating car data instead of induction loops. Goal of the pilot was the application of this
relatively new data source for ‘real time’ traffic management purposes (‘slow vehicle warning’).
Rijkswaterstaat produced a short unconventional(!) movie to announce the development and installation of
the first intelligent roadside unit. The movie can be seen at this link.
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Tire Pressure Measuring System – phase 3 of UMneo pilot started,
results phase 2 available
06/11/2019

Phase 2 of the pilot Tire Pressure Measuring System at the Dutch A16 highway was completed some time ago.
A video of the pilot (only in Dutch) can be seen here.
Phase 3 started in September. The number of participating companies has increased to 139 with 29.913
license plates in the database. Rijkswaterstaat received various feedbacks on the reported deviations. In some
cases the tire pressure was only slightly too low. In most cases it appeared that there was a flat tire or serious
under-pressure. The first impression is that the reliability of the system is sufficient. Rijkswaterstaat keeps
working on the improvement of the system and its measurements. New test drives are foreseen and based on
this the supplier IRD will further optimize the system.
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URSA MAJOR neo Evaluation Workshop in Frankfurt
20/08/2019

The URSA MAJOR neo Evaluation Workshop, which was hosted in Frankfurt on the 26th of March, brought
together 15 URSA MAJOR partners for a very successful discussion on the ITS Evaluation as well as the
exchange of experiences from past evaluations. The aim of this meeting was to identify possible optimizations
in the evaluation process and to ensure that all partners involved are equally informed of the evaluation
activity. Furthermore, a first analysis of the implementations to be evaluated was also part of the discussion.
The workshop was introduced by Stephanie Kleine (International Coordinator of UM2 and UMneo) and
evaluation lead Luca Studer (Politecnico di Milano). Luca Studer started with a presentation of the basic
concepts of ITS project evaluation, in which he explained the structured procedures during the evaluation
process. After several questions, mainly due to the time horizon of data for the evaluation and suggestions
about the pollution estimation, Luca also explained the meaning of deployment and benefit KPIs in detail. It
was decided, that all national evaluators will get the Evaluation kit, containing the KPI definition document, the
DG MOVE KPI document and the template, in order to achieve an efficient and harmonized evaluation process.
Then examples of evaluation studies were presented and the structure for reporting evaluation results was
clarified. Finally, each national evaluator presented the projects to be evaluated, followed by a discussion of
the possible criticisms and problems.
In conclusion, the URSA MAJOR neo Evaluation Workshop was a great opportunity to discuss the evaluation
activity, the results and the assessment of the evaluation process. Thus, there are no more obstacles to
effective execution of the evaluation activity. It was agreed also to complete the first paragraphs of template
by the end of April, which guaranteed a timely start of the evaluation process.
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Lessons Learned from the Experience Week Connected Transport
2018
05/07/2019

Freight transport, like all mobility, is changing due to increased focus on safety, efficiency and sustainability.
Truck platooning and connected transport is seen as a means to reach safer, more efficient and sustainable
freight transport. The Experience Week is part of the preparatory phase of the truck platooning pilot of the
URSA MAJOR neo project. In this context the Experience Week Connected Transport was organized from 1 5 October 2018 in the Netherlands. This article presents a summary of the lessons learned during this week.
During the Experience Week 250 trucks of different transport companies tested the latest connected
technology on public roads. This was the first time connected technology was tested on this scale, with regular
drivers driving real time routes with loaded trucks. The latest connected technology systems contain trucks
with adaptive cruise control (ACC), intelligent traffic control installations (iVRIs), in-car road works warnings
and automated tire pressure measurement. During four showcases iVRIs, road works warning, convoy
matching, tire pressure measurement and the gate-in/gate-out process were tested during day and night
transport. The experiences gained in this week led to the formulation of six principles for connected transport:
1. Anticipate on the needs of the users: The needs of transport companies and shippers should be considered
when designing the system as they are the ones that have to use them.
2. Start from the transport flow: Establishing end-to-end corridors will help all parties (transport companies,
shippers, road authorities) to focus on the transport flow, bridging logistics and traffic management.
3. Central stage for the drivers: The opinions of truck drivers should be taken seriously, ask for their feedback,
as they are the ones working daily with the system.
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4. Think from the ecosystem: Problems could be solved on different levels. The Experience Week showed that
the combination of convoys and iVRIs led to considerable fuel savings. This could be a trigger for accelerated
implementation of the iVRIs by road authorities to reach their sustainability goals.
5. Don’t forget the secondary results: Platooning asks for more planning, standardisation and cooperation
between different parties, leading to better performance throughout the logistics chain.
6. Design the system in cocreation: The showcases showed that the system can be designed on the drawing
board, making the network approach crucial. Governments, entrepreneurs, education/research institutions
and other actors like road users should all be involved in the cocreation of the design.
The Experience Week Connected Transport 2018 showed that connected transport has benefits for all parties,
e.g. lower fuel consumption (one company claimed 6-14% fuel reduction), better traffic flow (green wave plus
platooning resulted in 10-17% improvement), increased road safety (systems are 25-40 times more alert than
drivers) and satisfied drivers. Thus making connected transport and truck platooning an important tool on the
road to a safe, efficient and sustainable future.
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UMneo Intermodal Workshop at Quadrante Europa
15/05/2019

On 7 and 8 May 2019 around 70 experts gathered in Verona to participate in the Intermodal Workshop in
Verona, organised by the URSA MAJOR neo project. Host to the workshop was Interporto Quadrante Europa,
located at the crossroads of the Brenner (north-south direction) and the Serenissima motorways (west-east
direction), as well as the corresponding railway lines. Interporto Quadrante Europa extends over an area of
2,500,000 m².
On behalf of Interporto Quadrante Europa Mr. Matteo Gasparato welcomed the participants and then gave
the floor to Mr. Gzim Ocakoglu of DG MOVE. Mr. Ocakoglu presented the EU policies on ITS and the Ditigal
Transport & Logistics Forum (DGTL).
Then a number of speakers presented ITS for intermodal rail and port operations.
For intermodal rail operators (Hupac, Kombiverkehr) ITS:
•
•
•

creates transparency to the supply chain (finding intermodal options, ETA, ETD and current
position of transport),
contributes to partner integration and
makes intermodal transport more efficient (optimising capacity planning, OCR).

In ports ITS plays a similar role via PCSs, e.g.
•

improving efficiency (entering data only once, reuse of data),
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•
•

integrating partners in the port (information exchange through standard interfaces and
platform), both 2B and B2A,
providing status information (ETA, ETD, RIS), and neutrality

With respect to traffic management the following can be seen in ports:
•
•
•
•

Pre-announcement of trucks at terminal and mandatory slot booking help reduce traffic
problems
Delivery/pick-up of containers during the night is problematic because hinterland is closed at
night. Possibly dropping off chassis with container during nighttime on the guarded premises of
the hub in the hinterland could work.
Control Tower container traffic provides insight in waiting time and peak hour traffic in the port
Regional authority can enforce cleaner transport: setting modal split requirements (x% rail, y%
barge, z% road) and strict fuel legislation for trucks (Euro VI, LNG, …)

Focusing on ITS tools for road and rail transport:
• Importance of constantly updating intermodal route planners, to remain relevant to the users
and to potential users;
• Truck platooning brings a lot of benefits, but how to overcome the safety issues (maybe giving
priority to the platoons?).
Focusing on ITS tools for ports:
Ports are installing automated gates in order to create an automatic reader system that can be integrated with
a dynamic information system and it can interact with the city ITS giving information on incoming
trucks and/or congestion.
As next steps the importance of the human element and the social acceptance of the digital
transformation need attention:
•
•

Formulate a legislative framework that is shared and accepted within all the stakeholders (the
federative platform and the EFTI proposal seems to be a good starting point)
Invest in people (formation, ethic issues) and infrastructure, both physical (hardware e.g. the
OCR gates) and digital (software e.g. the truck loading optimisation software)
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UMneo real-life pilot on floating car data: first results
24/04/2019

After testing 8 intelligent roadside units (iRSUs) in July 2018 in existing operational circumstances, in
December 2018 another 20 iRSUs were installed to be used for the real-life pilot using floating car data
instead of induction loops. Goal of the pilot is the application of this relatively new data source for ‘real
time’ traffic management purposes (‘slow vehicle warning’). First results of the evaluation are available now
and they are promising. The pilot is carried out by Rijkswaterstaat and is part of the URSA MAJOR
neo project and is partly funded by the Connecting Europe Facility of the EC.
About 1.000 kilometers of Dutch highway is equipped with a slow vehicle warning system, which consists of
(see picture below) induction loops (1), roadside units (2) and speed message signs (3) to alert for traffic jams.
On the A9 (Amsterdam-Alkmaar) a test site is in operation in which other data sources can replace induction
loops to measure traffic speed and flow.
Floating car data (FCD) in the UMneo pilot is coming from 8-10% of traffic and can be used as input for the
signaling system with a latency of 25 seconds at the max. This is very important. Latency of induction loops is
very low, but induction loops measure at fixed locations. When congestion occurs between loops (on the
average a distance of 500-1000 meters) it takes some time to measure lowering speeds. FCD has to “compete”
with the attributes of induction loops.
Since December 2018 the pilot site is in operation. In technical sense the use of FCD works out fine and first
evaluations show that from traffic engineering point of view the new data source provides similar alerts as the
existing system with induction loops. Although FCD does not report all traffic (‘white’ traces in the diagram
(see first diagram of this article), the speed pattern that can be derived is sufficient for the application in real
time traffic.
The final evaluation report is expected to be published before summer 2019. Dutch highway authority
Rijkswaterstaat then is going to merge different data sources (in order not to be dependent of one source) and
when the merging pilot also is successful, the existing roads with the system can use cheaper detection and
another 2.000 kilometer highway without the system could be added with speed alerts on in-car devices
instead of on expensive visible speed message signs above lanes. When this UMneo result will be achieved,
slow vehicle warning (and other ‘real time’ traffic management applications such as eliminating shockwaves)
could be applied in other countries easily and without expensive investments in road side systems.
A more extensive article on the Floating Car Data pilot has been published in NM Magazine (April 2019). The
article can be read on-line by clicking this LINK (in Dutch only).
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URSA MAJOR neo - Report on RWI Workshop Munich
23/04/2019

The URSA MAJOR neo workshop brought practitioners from four countries (Germany, Italy, Czech Republic and
the Netherlands) together to discuss current approaches to improving roadworks, as well as future
perspectives.
Day 1 presented a couple of presentations of current projects to improve planning and performing roadworks.
The aspect of planning mainly addressed the practical alignment of planned roadworks with road operators of
the secondary road network. From today’s expectations it is no longer acceptable that parallel roadworks on the
main and secondary network at the same time lead to congested alternative routes. The presentations from
Autovie Venete, Rijkswaterstaat and the project from Rheinland-Pfalz showed how difficult it is to set up working
cooperation between all road authorities. Technically, the option to provide web clients from a single system is
a useful approach. In general, the growing importance and impact of roadworks is addressed by the
implementation of powerful systems that allow optimal roadwork management and best possible information
of drivers. Convincing examples where the presentation of the Nordrhein-Westfalen system and the online
demonstration of the Bavarian system. An important aspect of significantly increasing the accuracy of roadworks
information (in particular location and timing) was demonstrated by ANAS who use automated devices to online
register activation and location of roadwork.
Day 2 opened the view in the future and featured three presentations from Hessen, Autostrade del Brennero
and the port of Livorno that all showed deployment of C-ITS technology for warning road users in the scope of
roadworks. The Hessen project is already in roll out stage and soon all safety trailers in Hessen will be equipped
with C-ITS roadside units. Roadworks are an important field of deploying new technology for future automation
features. This became clear in the CEDR presentation that showed how automotive industry and infrastructure
operators will cooperate in general – including roadworks – to enable automated driving in the future. This is a
future perspective, but the last presentation reported about a CEF application that is trying to start bottom up
right now in that direction by promoting projects that digitize traffic regulation in general and make that data
available.
The topic of the workshop was hot, and hence the discussion was intensive and the presentations showed upto-date developments that were of very high interest for all attendants. The results were clear: roadworks is a
field of dynamic and important developments, and therefore an URSA MAJOR neo forum like this to meet and
share is extremely important and useful.
The presentations can be seen here.
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Work on Intermodal Freight Route Planner Steps up
04/04/2019

This article, written by Howard Knott, IEA Logistics Consultant, is copied from the Supply Chain & Customs
Newsletter (April 2019).
The IEA, working as a sub-contractor to Transport Infrastructure Ireland (TII) has been playing an active role in
the development and promotion of an Intermodal Freight Route Planner within the EU-EIP intelligent
transport systems East-West Corridor project. The main source of the funding for the project is the European
Union’s Connecting Europe Facility.
The route planner, while initially focused on the East-West Corridor running from Ireland through to Central
Europe, now covers destinations throughout Europe and further afield.
The intermodal route planner can be found here
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Rijkswaterstaat starts 2nd phase pilot Tire Pressure Measuring System
(UMneo)
29/01/2019

From detecting to signaling
The results of the first phase show that the tire pressure measuring system is reliable enough to inform
interested parties about the detected deficiencies. As a result, Rijkswaterstaat started the second phase of the
pilot in December 2018. During this phase participating companies will get a message if a deficiency is
observed in the tire(s) of one of their vehicles. At the moment already 40 companies are participating with a
total of 10.000 vehicles.
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Early warning wireless in The Netherlands: salvage companies warn
road users for potential danger on the road
20/12/2018

Photo: H. Roos/IM Nederland
Drivers of salvage vehicles in the Netherlands can send electronic safety warnings to road users. When they
are working on the road, they can use an app on their smart phone to send a message, which is then
forwarded to the road users.
Road users thus will be warned for potential dangerous situations before they reach the spot of the incident.
At this moment the system only works for road users that use Flistmeister, but the intention is that other apps
and navigation systems will follow.
The system for sending these safety warning messages is provided by the company Flister in Almere (NL). The
so-called Flister PRO App has been installed by over one hundred salvage companies on their mobile phones.
The first contacts with Flister were made in 2016 by salvage company H. Roos Autoberging in Capelle aan den
IJssel (NL). Since then Roos makes use of this service.
Rijkswaterstaat
The experiences of the salvage company in Capelle aan den IJssel has led to a national contract for Flister with
the Stichting Incident Management Nederland (SIMN), a cooperation of the Dutch alarm centres with activities
in the field of salvage of passenger cars. This contract now gives the possibility to all salvage companies
member of SIMN to send these safety warning messages. The Flister service is free of charge available for all
member companies of SIMN.
Flister is also used in the Netherlands for ambulances and road inspectors of Rijkswaterstaat. The latter
already use the service for approximately one year.
The Flister project is part of the Ursa Major 2 project and partly funded through the Connecting Europe
Facility of the European Commission.
This article is a translation from an article at www.verkeersnet.nl. The original article in Dutch can be
found here.
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New Traffic Control System on the Motorway A3
15/10/2018

In spite of a further increase in traffic on the motorway A 3, traffic on one of the most congested motorway
sections in Germany is now to flow better. Tarek Al-Wazir, Hessian Minister of Economics, Energy, Transport
and Regional Development, Steffen Bilger, Parliamentary State Secretary in the Federal Ministry of Transport
and Digital Infrastructure and Gerd Riegelhuth, Vice President of Hessen Mobil, pressed the start button for an
important expansion of intelligent traffic control on the motorways in Hessen on the 8th August 2018.
The new line control system on the A 3 covers a route length of over 25.5 kilometres. With this system, the
traffic between Wiesbadener Kreuz and Frankfurt-Süd will be controlled intelligently. "With this state-of-theart and intelligent traffic control system, we want to reduce congestions and accidents," said Al-Wazir.
Steffen Bilger explained that passenger and freight traffic continued to increase in the coming years. In order
to be able to handle the transports accident-free and smoothly, equipment would be used to influence the
route. This would make an important contribution to increasing traffic safety and improving the flow of traffic
on highly congested motorways. Thus, traffic was intelligently controlled and traffic congestions could be
avoided.
What are the benefits of the new system?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

harmonisation of traffic flow with high traffic density
prevention against shockwaves
release of the hard shoulder running as required
congestion warning
securing of roadworks
warning of dangerous situations such as accidents
warning of special weather conditions (e.g. fog)
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8. dynamic HGV overtaking ban
9. variable speed limits
10. securing of exit and access sections at junctions
This section of the motorway A 3 is part of one of the most important transport hubs in Germany and one of
the main traffic arteries in the Rhine-Main region. The section A 3 between Wiesbadener Kreuz and FrankfurtSüd includes the junction Frankfurter Kreuz, which is one of the most congested traffic junctions in Europe and
connects the Frankfurt airport directly. In addition to supra-regional traffic flows, the section is therefore
characterised by high heavy goods vehicle traffic, high commuter flows and airport traffic.
In future, the line control system will harmonise traffic in this section during high traffic density and thus
reduce the potential of congestion. Dangerous situations will be prevented by dynamic warnings and adaptive
speed reduction. In addition, the system serves to protect roadworks and traffic obstacles as well as to warn of
adverse weather conditions. For the first time in Germany, a gantry of this system will be equipped with an
innovative multifunctional display. As an alternative to variable message signs of a line control system, traffic
information and alternative routing recommendations can also be displayed here.

Multifunctional Display at the junction Kelsterbach
In the loaded area between the Mönchhof Dreieck and Kelsterbach, the hard shoulder has already been
released temporarily during high traffic volumes for several years. This increases the capacity of the route and
reduces the risk of shockwaves that may lead to accident risks. As of today, the temporary hard shoulder
running will be fully integrated into the new line control system.
Hessen Mobil completed the project, with total costs of around EUR 11.5 million, within two years. Under the
project plan of road transport telematics, the Federal Government financed the systems with co-financing
from the Connecting Europe Facility of the EU.
On Hessian motorways, line control systems improve the traffic flow on 300 kilometres. They ensure safety
and optimum utilisation of existing motorway sections. Like all traffic control systems in Hessen, the Traffic
Control Center Hessen in Frankfurt also controls the new system. Here, operators ensure the proper
functioning of the system 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.
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New measuring system to prevent tire trouble for freight traffic
10/10/2018

With this pilot the Verkeersonderneming and Rijkswaterstaat strive to detect truck tires which are punctured
and/or have low pressure in an early stage. The aim is to decreases the occurrence of incidents with trucks on
the road. The Canadian company International Road Dynamics whose system has been deployed in this
pilot gained plenty of experience with this measuring system throughout North America. In Europe, the system
is put in practice in the Netherlands, at the highway A16 located in the West of the country. The results have
already shown that it detects deviations in dual tires with a sufficient degree of reliability. In the coming
months, the project will be expanded with the detection of deviations in single and super-single tires as well.
In the nearby future we will start informing the drivers of the trucks or trailers concerned about the observed
deviations. The drivers are then able to act immediately. The pilot is part of the Ursa Major Neo project, which
is partly funded through the CEF programme.
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First intelligent roadside units installed on A9 motorway in The
Netherlands
17/07/2018

On 16 July 2018 the first 8 intelligent roadside units (RSU) were installed on the A9 motorway near Alkmaar,
The Netherlands. Rijkswaterstaat, the Dutch national road authority, uses the RSUs to monitor and manage
the traffic on the Dutch motorways. New technologies allow for smarter traffic management. Therefore,
Rijkswaterstaat develops and tests a new generation of RSU, called iRSU. This work is carried out as one of
the pilots in the URSA MAJOR neo project.
A total of 5.700 RSU along the Dutch motorways are used to process loop data and to control VMSs, in order
to give end of traffic jam warnings or closing lanes. However, the RSUs are reaching their end-of-life time, and
together with new technologies, these ‘old’ RSUs will be replaced by intelligent RSUs (iRSUs). With the new
iRSUs GPS information from the vehicles can be used as an alternative data source, making expensive
detection loops redundant. And in the near future drivers will be able to receive real-time traffic information
on their navigation system.
Since soft- and hardware in the iRSU are separated, Rijkswaterstaat can remotely install, update and maintain
the software. Flexibility and scalability will be the big advantage of the iRSU. iRSUs will make Rijkswaterstaat’s
work better, more efficient and cheaper. It will also allow to make the transition from VMSs to in-car systems
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Factory Acceptance Testing of
intelligent Roadside Units

intelligent Roadside Unit along A9 motorway

Pilot on the A9
iRSU was developed by Rijkswaterstaat in 2016 and 2017. An extensive test phase showed that the system
works. Therefore, now it is possible to start a pilot iRSU on the A9 between the Wijkertunnel and Alkmaar, in
the north-western part of the Netherlands.
During the pilot Rijkswaterstaat will buy the first series of approximately 40 new iRSUs. During the pilot it will
be assessed whether the systems do what they should do: Can they do the same as the old systems? Can the
software be managed from one central place? Can FCD be used to control the VMSs?
First steps from intelligent transport systems to autonomous vehicles
The pilot will provide insight in the changes to come. New technologies will make both cars and roads more
intelligent, and this can contribute to a more sustainable, safe and efficient mobility. Intelligent RSUs are one
of the solutions with which Rijkswaterstaat prepares the infrastructure for the mobility of tomorrow. The new
insights and experiences of the iRSU pilot will deliver valuable information on how to replace the current 5.700
RSUs in the Netherlands.
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UMneo & URSA CZ joint ITP workshop in Prague
13/07/2018

On June 19th, URSA MAJOR neo and URSA Czech Republic held a workshop to elaborate on the topic of Intelligent
Truck Parking.
41 participants, whom among were representatives and experts of various European National Road Authorities
as well as logistics and truck companies, met in Prague and participated in a total of 11 presentations, ranging
from individual implementations to ideas on how to further improve truck parking across Europe. Each
presentation was followed by a discussion round, an interesting exchange of thoughts and opinions, highlighting
very different aspects of the same topic, thus showing the benefit of gathering experts not only from the side
which deploys implementations, but also experts from the end users’ side. The insight gained from this open
discussion with representatives of the end users proved very advantageous to the National Road Authorities,
with the added benefit of the end users feeling involved and having the opportunity to directly present their
needs and recommendations.
In summary, this first joint workshop between these two actions can be regarded a success and a further step
along the way to improve ITP along the European corridors.
The presentations were split in three blocks:
Block 1: ITS for safe and secure parking of HGV on TEN/T corridors – pilots, deployments, best practices, lessons
learned
Block 2: User and service provider perspective – information services, specific needs of truck drivers and
transportation companies
Block 3: Cross-border/cross-corridor information and content exchange
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UMneo : Roadworks information digitalisation in Rheinland-Pfalz –
Press conference of Minister for Transport
27/06/2018

The Minister of Transport Rheinland-Pfalz Dr. Wissing in an interview with German television (Mainz, 18 June
2018)
Minister Dr. Wissing: “Rheinland-Pfalz is carrying out pioneering work”
Faster traffic information, less traffic congestions, better coordination of construction sites: Together with
representatives of the companies HERE and Garmin and the VRRN, the Minister for Transport Dr. Volker Wissing
presented the project initiative BaustellenInfo digital RP. At its core, the aim is to centrally collect information of
all road works, road closures and alternative routes and make it available in a digital data set. The EU co-funded
project covers all layers from municipal to state level and is on all these grounds unique in Germany.
“The digitalisation of road works information in Rheinland-Pfalz improves traffic information, supports road
works coordination, reduces the risk of congestion and helps to avoid accidents,” said Transport Minister Dr.
Wissing at the presentation of the project initiative BaustellenInfo digital RP in Mainz. Together with Michael
Bültmann, Managing Director of the developer and provider of cloud-based map services HERE Technologies,
Olaf Meng, Senior Product Manager of the navigation device manufacturer Garmin, and Association Director
Ralph Schlusche of the Rhine-Neckar Traffic Region Association (VRRN), the Minister presented the project under
the leadership of the Ministry of Transport.
“We are building a high-performance data infrastructure to reach all road users. This is also a contribution to
digitalisation: The state collects its own data and makes it available to the end users. Everyone benefits- the
state, businesses and citizens. For example, by providing up-to-date information on navigation devices - or by
allowing large-scale guidance of Europe-wide transport and heavy goods traffic," said Wissing.
Michael Bültmann, Managing Director of HERE Deutschland GmbH, explained the significance of data
from BaustellenInfo digital for his company: "Digital data and the cooperation between reliable partners play a
decisive role in coping with the challenges of mobility in the 21st century. In addition to direct benefits for
citizens, initiatives such as BaustellenInfo digital RP are important for improving data quality, also on lower
function-class roads. Thus, they are also of importance for the increasing automation of transport and
autonomous driving. The HERE Open Location Platform offers an open ecosystem that aggregates and processes
data from different sources and makes it available in the form of geo-targeted, contextually-relevant
information and services."
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"Our customers are expecting to see real time information on their Garmin navigation devices at all times. Today,
there is a lack of comprehensive information on short-term construction sites, road closures and rerouting in
order to always calculate the best route. The digital collection and distribution of events in European standards
enables Garmin to display the information already on today's devices. We are therefore happy that RheinlandPfalz is pioneering in this area so that in the future we can get drivers to their destination faster, safer and more
stress-free," said Garmin product manager Olaf Meng.
VRRN Association Director Ralph Schlusche emphasised the additional benefits that BaustellenInfo digital has
for municipal road works coordination - especially for the Rhine-Neckar metropolitan region, which as an
interface of the three federal states of Baden-Württemberg, Hessen and Rheinland-Pfalz forms a special kind of
traffic hub. "For this reason, since 2013, the Rhine-Neckar Regional Association has been coordinating the
planning of road works in the regional road area together with the responsible road works load carriers. To
achieve this the Rhine-Neckar region introduced a digital planning map in 2017. We are looking forward to
BaustellenInfo digital starting now and expect a significant improvement in the data basis for the coordination
of road works planning," said Schlusche.
Up until now, data on long-term construction sites or short-term road closures at municipalities or the state
have only been partially available in digital form, were stored in various, incompatible systems and could not be
used by third parties. BaustellenInfo digital changes this: A digital data set is created that is structured,
geographically referenced and machine-processable. This means that navigation service providers can obtain
the data via the German national access point Mobilitäts-Daten-Marktplatz and use it for their services and
geographical visualisation on a digital road map. The MWVLW initiative is co-funded in CEF by the EU within the
URSA MAJOR neo project.

Source: Wirtschaftsministerium RLP & HERE
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First URSA MAJOR neo Pilot implemented in The Netherlands
21/06/2018

Tire pressure measuring system installed on A16 motorway
Rijkswaterstaat (The national road and water management agency) has installed a tire pressure measuring
system for a one year pilot on the A16 motorway, south of Rotterdam. The “Tire Anomaly and Classification
System” (TACSTM) by the Canadian manufacturer IRD® detects potentially riskful tires of trucks at cruise speed.
The aim is to detect flat tires or tires with extremely low tire pressure. In the next phase, the goal is to inform
the driver or truck owner so he can act and take the necessary measures. This is to prevent incidents with
truck tires, i.e. the risk of burst or flat tires. This improves road safety and reduces congestion. This pilot is one
of the five pilots of the Ursa Major Neo project, and is carried out jointly by Rijkswaterstaat and De
Verkeersonderneming.
Market consultations
In April 2018, market consultations have been organized with stakeholders from these branches:
•
•
•

Transport insurance companies: prevention and risk managers
Tire companies, from manufacturers to service & maintenance specialists
Transport companies, from fleet owners with over 1000 vehicles to owner-operators with only
one truck.

These consultations can be characterized by a great interest and interaction which provided useful
suggestions. Certain issues require further attention. For instance: when to warn the truck driver? How to
warn the driver in a safe way? What options can we offer to the driver? How to inform the truck owner?
Installation
The measuring system was deployed by BAM Infra Verkeerstechniek ltd. during the night of 11th to 12th May (a
long holiday weekend). The supplier IRD® was present and supported the first calibration on site. To do so, the
first calibration trips were conducted on Monday the 14th of May.
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Calibration
The Canadian manufacturer has a lot of experience with common North American vehicle and tire
configurations. The system already can detect reliably flat tires in a dual-tire configuration. During a calibration
session, by chance a flat tire was observed on a truck of an interested fleet manager. A quick contact was
established between owner and service provider and within an hour, one tire (of a dual tire configuration)
indeed turned out to be flat.
The typical European configuration with (super) single tires requires some further calibration steps. On Friday
the 25th of May, a test ride with a truck was carried out to collect as many data as possible. These
measurements, including workshop measurements which consisted of so-called ‘footprints’ of truck tires, have
been processed to a large degree. Together with IRD® the measuring system will be configured, so it can make
reliable measurements with single tire configurations (including super singles). The aim is to detect the
following vehicle features:
•
•
•

Flat tire (dual tire)
Underinflation (dual tire)
Underinflation (single tire)

Further steps
The next months will be used to collect data and verify the accuracy. Depending on those results, further steps
will be taken. From the beginning the project was designed to start with a first phase focusing on the ability to
detect tire pressure and/or to detect potentially dangerous tires. Phase 2 can be considered when
measurements can be done successfully and with sufficient reliability. In this 2nd phase the focus will be on the
development and application of methods to warn the driver and/or the owner.
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UMneo at TRA Vienna – Transport and Data Security in a Digital Era
25/04/2018

Nowadays, nodes of transport are less and less isolated and more and more interconnected with the external
environment. The creation of smart, integrated, trusted, and secure logistics chains is the challenge to be faced.
This discussion was in focus of the TRA 2018 strategic session “Transport and Data Security in a Digital Era”.
Considering the digitalization, integration, and both physical and cyber security, the port of Livorno has
described the URSA MAJOR neo project as one of the main pillars to create fully functional transport chains. In
this respect, the Port of Livorno and other nodes of transport involved in the Scan-Med Corridor have decided
to adopt a standard approach to innovation, through ITS technical cooperation, common guidelines and shared
best practices towards the creation of harmonized, secure, cross-mode and digital environment.
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The Platform wants a pan-European synthesis of results from CEF ITS
corridors
18/04/2018

The European ITS Platform organized a two days meeting in Frankfurt (28th February - March 1st 2018) to
monitor and coordinate the corridor’s activities. The main topics discussed in the meeting were:
• the overall status of the Best Practice collection,
• the update of the Deployment Guidelines,
• the format and the next steps of the Best Practice report,
• next steps towards the Reference Handbook,
• the liaison with external stakeholders and the upcoming workshops.
The results of Best Practice collection for 2017, as described in the Achievements Report are:
• 29 Best Practices were updated;
• 27 new Best Practices have been drafted.
A plan to check, verify and update 102 Best Practices was decided. It will be done through an international
cooperation well represented in the following scheme:
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It is under discussion how the C-ITS topic comes in and how the European ITS Platform has to cooperate and
how contribute to the results/specifications of C-ROADS. It is in the role of the European ITS platform
community to make use of it in an integrated and coherent way.
A reference handbook is being prepared. The general aim is to compile the today’s separate Deployment
Guidelines and Best Practices in one Reference Handbook. The first structure of the Reference Handbook was
shown during the last expert group meeting in Aix en Provence. All intelligent systems have the following three
goals: Improvement of traffic flow, safety and environment, which needs to be considered in the document.
The handbook will reflect this concept. Every Deployment Guidelines should consider if C-ITS can be
implemented in the DG. This procedure ensures a clear connection between C-ITS and the DG.
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URSA MAJOR 2 Capitalisation Workshop in Venice
06/02/2018

The URSA MAJOR 2 Capitalisation Workshop, which was hosted on December 14th by the North Adriatic Sea
Port Authority of Venice and Chioggia, was designed as an instrument to activate benefits from regional projects
for the whole URSA MAJOR corridor.
The aim was to discuss smart and innovative practices, policies and technological concepts used in projects that
could inspire other regions within the URSA MAJOR corridor and stimulate further the mutual learning among
their projects dealing with similar issues. To achieve the aim of the Workshop, it was focused on three major
topics in ITS, namely:
• information services;
• capacity management;
• freight safety.
Four projects were selected and presented for each of the referred topics. The projects were selected in function
of the criteria of capitalisation (innovativeness, transferability, sustainability, etc.). After a short discussion in
groups regarding the above-mentioned topics, the findings and conclusions were presented to the audience.
An important consideration of information services is the data used. Different data types like FCD, loops/CCTV,
PVD should be used for the relevant sources including routing and operator or lane actions whereby the data
quality and governance is the key for a successful exchange of traffic information. In some fields other
innovations may be more effective than the usual information services. For example, the safety tutor has more
impact on safety than the usual information services by informing the drivers about the systems, which makes
them change their behaviour.
In order to increase capacity on roads the participants of the workshop discussed and exchanged experiences
on some proved methods like how compact parking can lead to more than 50% increase in capacity, hard
shoulder running as well as upgrading the freeways with the focus on tunnels and bridges, which usually are the
triggers for bottlenecks.
The final topic discussed was the freight safety. Improving freight safety means improving the roadworks
information with focus on smart incident management but also the truck parking services. Road safety can be
enhanced by prevention and cooperation but also by providing reliable information to the truck drivers.
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URSA MAJOR neo Consortium Agreement
06/02/2018

The signature event was held during the December 14th Capitalisation Workshop in Venice and was opened
with a speech from Iolanda De Luca.
She expressed her thankfulness to the North Adriatic Sea Port Authority of Venice and Chioggia for their
engagement in hosting this important event, SINA for the support in the organisation and the audience. She also
highlighted some important moments regarding the URSA MAJOR neo project, especially about the benefits and
advantages expected from this project.
She pointed out that…
…expected benefits will be a coordinated development of ITS on the Scan-Med corridor roads which will
contribute to safer and fluent traffic flow and to the integration of traffic information on roads together with
ports to steer the traffic more properly.
…the use of ITS will be crucial to enhance the multimodal information, the traffic management systems, the
introduction of new technologies and innovation, the provision of appropriate parking space for commercial
users offering an appropriate level of safety and security and the mitigation of congestion on existing roads.
...today, the URSA MAJOR neo is a reality and therefore, our common objectives will be reached only with a close
cooperation of all actors, including private and public entities at all levels, with the aim of promoting and
accelerating the deployment of harmonised digital solutions and the road safety and traffic efficiency too.
The Consortium Agreement was signed by the authorised representatives of each Beneficiary in duplicate, in
particular by:
• The Bundesministerium für Verkehr und Digitale Infrastruktur (DE): Konstantin Sauer
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•
•

The Ministero delle Infrastrutture e dei Trasporti – Direzione generale per lo sviluppo del territorio,
la programmazione e i progetti internazionali (IT): Iolanda De Luca
The Ministerie van Infrastructuur en Waterstaat (NL): Dick Ottevanger

The Active Partner Switzerland signed a Statement of Cooperation:
• The Federal Roads Office (CH): Roger Siegrist
The event was very well received and all participants feel motivated to engage in the upcoming activities and
further events regarding URSA MAJOR neo.
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URSA MAJOR neo Kick-Off
06/02/2018

The first URSA MAJOR neo meeting was held on December 15th in Italy, hosted by the North Adriatic Sea Port
Authority of Venice. During the meeting, a number of key issues that need to be taken into account during a
project’s starting phase were addressed.
The day before, at the Capitalisation Workshop, the acting international coordinator Stephanie Kleine
welcomed the UMneo partners, much to their own surprise, in Italian.
New partners that aim to contribute to common goals and share experiences were presented at the beginning
of the meeting. To inform them about the objectives and processes in the URSA MAJOR neo action, a short
overview of the ins and outs of the project was given. At a first stage, the legal issues regarding the agreements
within the URSA MAJOR neo project were explained, including the contracts, agreements as well as reports and
statements in order to inform the participants about their obligations and to highlight the administrational side
of the project. At a second stage, the plans regarding further proceedings including workplans, evaluation and
intermodality were discussed with the aim to prepare the Working Groups at an early stage for the next steps
and to keep the high quality of URSA MAJOR neo.
Like many practitioners in the ITS corridors, URSA MAJOR neo also envisages and supports the cooperation with
other corridors and projects regarding ITS deployment activities. URSA CZECH REPUBLIC was also represented
at the event and expressed their interest in cooperation and know-how exchange regarding real-time traffic
information for trucks and intelligent truck parking, which is also their main focus.
Closing words by Iolanda de Luca, representative of Ministero delle Infrastrutture e dei Trasporti in Italy and
host of the meeting, expressing her thankfulness and support for this cooperation topped off this very successful
Kick-Off meeting.
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Rotterdam workshop discusses innovative Dutch ‘service’ projects
14/12/2017

On the 26th and 27th of September 2017 an Ursa Major 2 workshop was held at the World Port Center of
Rotterdam (NL). The workshop was called ‘from Systems to Services’ and focused on the shift in approach
regarding how the Dutch handle traffic problems in urban areas.
Keynote speeches were delivered by:
• Serge van Dam, Rijkswaterstaat
• Roger Demkes, on behalf of the Ministry of Infrastructure and Environment
• Roger Demkes, Verkeersonderneming
As the potential to expand the road network as well as the deployment of traditional ITS are nowadays almost
saturated in the Netherlands, the focus has shifted towards optimizing the use of existing systems. The aim of
the workshop was not only to inform attendants about this new approach, but to also allow for a critical
reflection and discussion on this topic in order for all attendants to truly learn and be able to take relevant
lessons home with them to possibly implement in their organization or country.
48 people attended the event from the Netherlands, Italy, Germany and Switzerland! Both days of the
workshop allowed for a lot of interesting discussions and opportunities to share knowledge and ideas, thanks
to the interactive sessions moderated by LEF facilitator Marinda Hall. In addition, a boat tour was organized
through the Port of Rotterdam to allow the attendants to get better acquainted with each other as well as
with the unique area that is the Port of Rotterdam.
We’ve received a lot of positive responses from the attendants and overall the workshop was seen as great
success. An overview of the projects that were discussed can be downloaded here.
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URSA MAJOR 2 Stakeholder Workshop on DATEX II
24/10/2017

A successful and effective URSA MAJOR 2 Stakeholder meeting was held on October 10th 2017 in Munich.
Stakeholders from the UM2 Member States (NL, IT, DE) and further European countries (i.e. AT, CH, SL) came
together to discuss DATEX II interfaces and to exchange their experiences with the European Delegated
Regulations, especially on (EU) 2015/962 on the provision of EU-wide real-time traffic information services.
Hosted by Autobahndirektion Südbayern, this workshop gave the opportunity for representatives of the
European Commission, other Corridor projects like Crocodile, service providers and road operators to exchanged
their role specific requirements on DATEX interfaces. Road operators showed their approaches in very
informative presentations to the attentive audience. It turned out, that they often share the same visions, but
use different approaches to solve similar problems. So this workshop helped a lot to collect knowledge and
practices beyond their own world. On the other hand, service providers have a need for harmonised information,
and they much obliged the workshop information about the different available data sources, which otherwise
lacks in their daily business. The participants discussed and agreed in the need of a constant level of data quality
(best of high value), but identified the broad variety and usage of different methods of location referencing as
being a hinder for harmonisation.
An online demonstration of a Slovenian DATEX II interface brought some practical expertise to this meeting and
perfectly rounded up this event.
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UM2 Highlight: Implementation of traffic management system on the
BAB A61 between AS Stromberg and AD Nahetal
04/07/2017

Starting in 2015, the Landesbetrieb Mobilität (LBM) Rheinland-Pfalz has been establishing a traffic
management system on 16km of the highly frequented motorway A61.
On 30th June 2017, this system was put into service by Dr Volker Wissing, Minister for Economy, Traffic,
Agriculture and Viniculture, Mainz and Christian Weibrecht head of the subdivision “Straßenbau,
Straßenbaupolitik, Straßenplanung, Straßenrecht“ of the Ministry for Traffic and digital Infrastructure, Bonn,
right in time for the beginning of the holiday season.
An above-average rate of heavy goods vehicles, seasonal traffic peaks as well as difficult topographical and
meteorological circumstances (incline/descent, snow, mist and rain) made this part of the motorway
vulnerable to traffic disruption and accidents. As a response, a traffic control system designed according to the
Easyway Deployment Guidelines has been installed between access point and interchange Stromberg and
Nahetal that will monitor and manage both carriageways. ITS services implemented are dynamic speed
control, HGV overtaking ban and weather and incident warning. The system leads to a more harmonised traffic
in particular at peak hours. The traffic management system, which runs under supervision from the Traffic
Control Centre Koblenz, will also support the safety of road works and accident damaged vehicles as well as
warn the road users about adverse weather conditions.
The TMS consists of 16 gantries totaling 134 VMS to influence traffic; two of those gantries are located on the
approach roads leading to the A60 and A61. The gantries span across both carriageways with a width of up to
41 meters.
In the scope of the TMS there are:
o 67 overhead detection units to collect traffic data
o 11 road surface condition detection units
o 6 visibility and rainfall detection units
o 14 road stations to control the above-mentioned units
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The realisation costs account to 4.6 Million € and are financed by the German Federal Republic. The
Landesbetrieb Mobilität of Rheinland-Pfalz is responsible for planning realisation and operation. The
implementation is also part of the European ITS corridor URSA MAJOR 2 and is therefore co-funded by the
European Union’s Connecting Europe Facility (CEF).
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Future road operation and traffic management at ITS European
Congress - Strasbourg
26/06/2017

At the 12th ITS European Congress in Strasbourg, the European ITS Platform’s Activity “Monitoring and
Dissemination” led by Stephanie Kleine organised a session titled “the future of road operation and traffic
management”.
The congress’ visitors were given the chance to hear some top-class professionals’ view of the future.
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URSA MAJOR 2: 2nd EWmap Webinar updates
12/05/2017

On the 10th of April 2017, the sec ond EWmap webinar was held. Attendees from 5 member states
participated in the web conference and were informed about the following topics:
• the general usage of EWmap,
• the visualisation capabilities of evaluation results using EWmap, and
• the various reporting features, among other topics.
The participants had the opportunity to directly ask questions to each topic presented. In doing so, a
constructive atmosphere was created. The following clip complements what has already been provided in the
1st EWmap webinar (see the link). In the discussion, some aspects were discussed such as usage access
procedure, the importance of reporting functionality and the Helpdesk in case of users’ queries.
This video (https://youtu.be/vlUNpfXy2eA) shows different evaluation capabilities using EWmap, including:
• Display your projects in an international or cross-border context
• Compare situations and show progress
• Analyse operating environments
• Show coverage of TEN-T roads and ITS services
• Visualise links from projects to corridors
• Calculate the number of vehicles affected or benefited and the estimated impact on TEN-T.
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URSA MAJOR 2 at ScanMed Core Network Corridor Forum
24/03/2017

URSA MAJOR 2 ITS Corridor coordinator Stephanie Kleine was invited to attend the ninth meeting of the
Scandinavian-Mediterranean Core Network Corridor Forum, 06 December in Brussels to present the UM2
project to the audience. URSA MAJOR 2 was selected for presentation as new project of the ScanMed Corridor,
besides 5 others.
Stephanie Kleine presented the objectives of the current, 20% co-funded EU project (2014 – 2018) as well as
future goals like removing bottlenecks in traffic management, better support for freight navigation, enhanced
truck parking services and improved freight safety. She informed about UM2 efforts to liaise with external
stakeholders, especially those involved in other modes of transport (rail, ports, ferries) and to include the last
mile interfaces (e.g. in urban nodes) in the corridor work. Stephanie further emphasized UM2’s efforts towards
European ITS harmonization in close coordination with the EU ITS Platform (EU EIP) led by the Italian Ministry,
and its liaison with other co-funded ITS projects. It was proposed to better align the ITS and the Core Corridor
“families”.
A networking break allowed establishing contacts between UM2 and stakeholders from the rail sector and ports.
The presentation of UM2 during the forum was certainly a great success, since many new URSA MAJOR corridor
partners could be activated willing to take part in the URSA MAJOR neo ITS project application that was
submitted to EC beginning of February.
Pat Cox, European ScanMed coordinator, stressed the usefulness of exchanging project “insider” information
and suggested to participants to learn from that and to do business with each other.
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